Zadar - the University Town

Zadar is an ancient European university city, and the oldest university in Croatia. In 1904, the University of Zadar was founded by the Archdiocese of Zadar. Since then, the University of Zadar has been an important cultural, educational, scientific, and economic center of the Zadar region. The University of Zadar is one of the youngest universities in Croatia and is a leader in Croatia. As one of the youngest universities in Croatia, the University of Zadar is the European University City of Access to Knowledge, a network of European universities that are committed to promoting access to knowledge.

The University of Zadar is a mid-sized university in the European environment, in the city of Zadar. It is the second place in the nation evaluations that we are on the right track towards achieving that goal. One of the most important tasks that we have engaged towards is the design of the project Archeologies and the beginning of the construction of the New Campus. The external evaluations indicate that we are on the right track and that the University of Zadar takes the second place in the ranking of universities in Croatia.

International Cooperation

As one of the youngest universities in Croatia, the University of Zadar participates in the mobility programs of the Ministry of Science and Education of Croatia. The University of Zadar was awarded the mobility programme CEE-2009 in 2009 for the participation in the mobility programmes of the Ministry of Science and Education of Croatia. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the “New campus” of the University of Pécs in Hungary. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the University of Udine in Italy. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the University of Rzeszów in Poland. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the Teachers Training College Eisenstadt in Austria. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the University of Primorska Koper in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the University of Sorbonne - Paris IV in France. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the Alps Adria University of Klagenfurt in Austria. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the University of Bamberg in Germany. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the Karl-Franzens University of Graz in Austria. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the University of Pisa in Italy. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the University of Turnovo in Bulgaria. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the Russian State Humanistic University in Moscow. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the Norwegian University of Life Science in Norway. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the Mendel University of Agriculture and Forestry in Brno, the Unit of Florence in Italy, the Unit of Novi Sad in Serbia, the Unit of Huelva in Spain, and the Unit of Novi Sad in Serbia. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia. The University of Zadar has also signed the cooperation programme with the Euro-Mediterranean University in Slovenia.
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